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SWORN STATEMENT OF ACCEPTANCE OF CONDITIONS AND 
REGULATIONS FOR TAKING PART IN 

DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 

 
I, ………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………. 

with ID card/Passport ....................................  DECLARE: 

 
To know that DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 is a cycling trip in the format of a 

personal challenge, and where a long-distance bicycle journey is covered, being the main 

goal to reach the destination. 

To know that DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 takes place coinciding with 

TRANSPYR GRAN RAID MTB to share services and experiences, but that they do not coincide 

in the format of the event. 

Accept that the development of DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 may be subject 

to last-minute pronouncements from the competent authorities. This aspect, foreign to the 

organization, can alter the format of the initially planned event. For this reason, I accept that 

the organization acts accordingly to try to preserve the development of the event to fulfil its 

original purpose: the possibility of meeting the personal challenge of covering the crossing 

from coast to coast in seven days with the provision of services that do possible. 

To know that DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 will be carried out observing the 

regulations and laws that apply to the road. Specifically, no more than fifty cyclists may ride 

together on public roads at the same time. 
 

I know and accept that DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 is developed in a normal 

transited road with open traffic, priority is only available as a normal vehicle, and the 

circulation must be always complied, especially in relation to circulation with a bicycle. As 

such, I know that I must be always vigilant and attentive. The competent authorities can stop 

me during the course and, if the situation arises, fine me or file me for a hypothetical offense. 

I accept that the Director of Security or the medical officer may remove me from the event, 

momentarily or totally, if my physical, mental or any health reason makes it advisable in his 

opinion, to guarantee my safety, or that of other users of the route. 

 

Be aware that the practice of road cycling, and especially a challenge of the magnitude of 

DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 and the type of roads used, can be dangerous 

and cause serious situations for my health, including death, which is why I have taken the 

necessary medical measures to ensure that nothing prevents me from taking the start of the 
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aforementioned event, and I declare that I participate under my responsibility, accepting the 

risks, being able to act responsibly, adapting my pace based on safety and deciding when I 

have to get off the bike due to physical incapacity. 

 

Also, be aware that no organizer is able to offer the absolute guarantee of safety of an 

itinerary because it is subject to uncontrollable external factors, which is why I must circulate 

with the same caution as on any other day, with the utmost attention and vigilance. 

 

Be aware that registration for DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024 includes sports 

insurance for accidents and civil liability that are mandatory by law, and it is my responsibility 

to know their coverage and freely decide whether to contract complementary insurance of 

a different nature. 

Likewise, I undertake to follow the protocols established between the insurance company 

and the organization for everything related to health care and the use of accident and civil 

liability insurance included in the registration. 

Give my consent for registration as a member of the Transpyr Cycling Club if administratively 

convenient or necessary. 

Give my consent for the organizer to freely use audio-visual materials (photographs and 

images) recorded during the event in which my person can be recognized, therefore agreeing 

to its publication and dissemination. 

To finish, I declare that I know and accept the conditions of participation and the 

participation regulations of DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS 2024, as well as any annex 

that may have been officially published up to the start date of the event. 
 

With this, I also acknowledge that the organization cannot be held responsible for the 

personal effects of the participants -such as their GPS device, their official luggage bag or 

their bicycle- that for the execution of the benefits included in the registration or of 

contracted optional services must necessarily pass through your hands, and that it is my 

responsibility to properly insure my objects and belongings at all times during the 

development of DEPORVILLAGE TRANSPYR BACKROADS. 

 
Signature: 

 
 

 
………………………………………………… Date: 

*Send this document signed to registro@transpyr.com before Juin 1. 
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